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DRAFT

"WORLD MAP OF STATUS OF HUMAN -  INDUCED SOIL DEGRA
DATION” published by UNEP-ISRICat Wageningen in 1990 presents Poland 
in the form which arises serious doubts on the part of the Polish official Soil 
Science organisations i.e. Polish Soil Science Society and of the Soil Science 
and Agricultural Chemistry Committee of the Polish Academy of Sciences.

Against the background of the situation of the European and Non-European 
countries Poland is distinguished on this map by a considerable chemical 
pollution of soils in respect of its intensity. The remark refer also to the extent 
and intensity of the soil degradation caused by the water and Aeolian erosion.

Polish specialists have not been consulted to the separation of the SN-S table 
Terrains under adverse natural conditions on the territory of the country -  
recognized as faulty. According to the definition -  in such areas the agricultural 1 
practice and -  in general -  the human activity are limited by climate and 
topographic conditions. North Canada, Scandinavia, Siberia, mountainous 
areas of Himalayas or Andes are mentioned as examples of areas of this kind. 
On the territory of Poland this separation has been placed in the area of the 
Wielkopolska Region which belongs -  as is known -  to the most valuable 
agricultural lands, of stabilized agriculture as managed since ages.

There are relatively many (about 60%) stabilized agricultural areas in 
Poland and the productivity of soils is maintained on a level with a considerable 
differentiation of their agricultural importance.

Among the Polish specialists in soil science and in agriculture there prevails 
the opinion that the status of soil degradation in Poland as presented in the 
GLASOD map (Global Assessment of Soil Degradation) should be revised, 
since the image of the Polish area in this map is not in line with the existing 
state and that is highly harmful.

It was anticipaded that this map will be useful for the politiciens, for the 
decision making centres as well as for sensibilizing broad circles of public 
opinion for the problem of soil degradation. The way of presenting the soils of 
the Poland territory shown in the GLASOD map evokes without doubt negative 
associations with consequences which are hard to be forseen.




